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The Development and Continuity of Commerce about one i„edi u e i i ^ne an
letwe
e
n 800 E .C and 149 2 A
.
D
.
I
.
Introduction : Commerce a factor in ancient and medieval life.
A.Limits of the subject as to time and place.
1 .G-reeee-~800 B .C .-146A .D
.
2.Rome 146 B.C.-476 A.D
3 .Constantinople--313 A .D .-Crusades .
4 .Veniee--Foundation-Kodern Age
.
B
.
Underlying trade conditions.
1
.
Phisiography
.
2 Marketable products.
3.
Trade routes and centres.
C.Business methods.
II. Greek Commerce.
A.Natural conditions favorable for commerce.
1.Peninsular form, giving good harbors.
2. Interior surface.
a. ..any separate states.
b
.
Unnavi gable rivers.
3. Diversity of climate , -causing variety of products.
B
.
Commodities
.
1 .Exports
.
a .Agricultural-fruits ,honey , and wax.
b .Manufactured—wine and oil, pottery, sculptures, etc
.
2 .Imports
.
a. Slaves
.
b
.
Foodstuffs ,raw materials , etc
.
C. Part taken by colonies in commerce.
I%
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Outline .1.
Control of trade in staple products in respective
localities
.
2
.
Meeting place for merchants of different nations.
3.
Examples of important colonies.
-l . ,rade routes used by the Greeks.
E .Methods .
1.
Jse of money , leading to
a. establishment of mints.
2. Use of weights and measures.
a.Pheidonian system.
b. Euboeic system in Solon’s time.
S.Pasion's bank as example of banks of period.
a. Its capital.
b. Extent of its credit.
c. Use of letters of credit in its business.
4.fairs,
-held in connection with the festivals to the
oc>s,e »g. , at, he lo s •
a.
.Privileges of merchants.
b
.
Mercantile buildings for
1* storage
.
2’ offices of agents.
5 .Suppression of piracy.
6. commercial rivalry,
-causing disunion.
S’. Its decline ,
-pome mistress of Greece.
III.Homan Commerce.
A .natural conditions shaping trade.
1. o o c! location in Mediterranean.
^ .riiferences in latitude and configuration,
-causing
diversity of climate.
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Outline .
3.Diversity of climate
,
-causing variety of products.
B
.
Commodities
.
1 .Exports
.
a. Agricultural , -timber , salt , olives , etc
.
b
.
Manufactured, -oil, wine
,
pottery , etc
.
2 .Imports
a Slaves
,
gladiators
.
b Foods , household furnishings , etc
.
C. Trade centres.
l.llew to period, -e .g. in Italy.
2. Survivals from former per iod, -e .g.in East.
3.Meeting places between East and West.
D. Trade routes used by the Romans.
E Methods
.
1.
Commercial people
.
a Capitalists
.
b Traders
.
1
' .Magnarii
.
2 ? .Ilauticulari i .
2
.
Fair s , -e .g.on Aventine,in Etruria, and at Cremona.
3.
Use of money.
a. Silver within Empire.
b. G-old for Eastern transactions.
4 Loans and credits, -new features in financial institu-
tions .
5.
Weights and measures , -Greek standards.
6 Duties , -showing variety in levies.
7. Ship insurance and "bottomry ,T , -lessens risk of trader.
8
. Suppression of piracy.
.
9 .Jealousy , -e .g.Rome vs. Carthage.
r4
Outline .
1' .Quarters
.
2 1 .Buildings for sale of goods.
7
.
Jealousy
.
8 Highway improvements.
9 .Suppression of piracy.
10 .Measures to promote commerce.
F.Feudal system, -a hindrance to commerce.
G. Its decline -.Crusades shift course of trade.
V. Venetian Commerce.
A.natural conditions shaping trace.
1. Position affords
a. control of Adriatic,
h .intercourse with Bast and ,.est.
c.two industries , -furnishing products.
B
.
Commodities
.
1.Exports
a. Staple, -salt, fish,
h .Manufactured, -wooden utensils
.
2 .Imports , -from Bast for
a.home consumption.
h .redistribution, leading to carrying trade.
C
.
Trade centres.
1.
Examples of those before Crusades , e .g. Italian towns
2.
Examples of those after Crusades, e .g.Eastern cities
D. Trade routes , -extending between Bast and West.
E.Methods
.
1
.
Treaties, -specifying trade privileges.
2.
Trading quarters, -e .g. in Constantinople , Sidon, etc
.
5 .Bee ipr o city , - shown by
£
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a.providing quarters in Venice for foreign traders.
b
.
providing fondachi in Venice for foreign tracers.
4.financial scheme including
a.use of money, coined in mint at Venice.
b state hanks.
c.money lending and changing.
d.placing of financial agents in Syria.
5. Survivals of earlier times.
a. Duties , -stamp , market , landing, etc
.
b .Pairs
.
c. Safeguards against piracy and rival states.
6 .Jealousy, e .g.Venice against Genoa.
P .Its decline , -resulting from three historical movements.
VI .Conclusion: Commerce shows Development and Continuity as it
passes from one world power to next.
A. Summary of underlying trade conditions.
1.natural advantages , effect on Greece ,Home , Constanti-
nople, and Venice.
2. Growth in variety of pro ducts, -as trade centres change.
5. Increase of centres as world centre changes.
4. Increase of trade routes as trade expands.
B
.
Methods , -showing development and continuity.
1
.
Financial
.
a. po carry on trade,
h. Do support government.
2.
Protection given to commerce by the wTorld powers.
3.
Effect of rivalry on progress of world powers.
T*
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"he Development and Continuity of Commer ce about the
Mediterranean between 800. B.C.and 1492 A. I) .
Commerce held an important place in the life of the peo-
ple in both ancient and medieval time. Although an exchange
of commodities was undoubtedly carried on by individuals,
tribes, and countries, in the prehistoric age, it will be nec-
essary in discussing ancient and medieval commerce, to go
back only to the commercial activity of the Greeks of the
eighth century B.C.jfor in this, as in other phases of life,
the Creeks inherited from the past and transmitted to the fu-
ture all that was most worthy of preservation. The Phoenici-
ans had borrowed from the Egyptians and Babylonians not only
commodities but methods of trade; they had added much through
their own genius to the business wisdom of the world and all
their knowledge of navigation
, colonization , and exchange they
had taught to the Greeks, who thus received and assimilated
whatever of commercial achievement had hitherto been attain*
ed. The part taken b3" the Romans in the development of com-
merce after the decline of the Greek power must also be con-
sidered to complete the study of the ancient period.
In the early middle age , Constantinople , the political suc-
cessor of Rome, became also the heir of her business interests;
and the commercial activity of the period naturally centered
aoout trie city of the ,TGolden Horn.” In the latter middle
age, the West, because of the religious enthusiasm of the cru-
sading era, came again into its own and the Italian city-states
became new and prosperous trading centres , among which the pre-
eminence was easily held by Venice
,
,T3r ide of the Adriatic.”
Since Greece
, Rome , Constantinople , and the western cities
that arose at the crusaaing period included in their respeo
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tive eras of commercial activity all that was essential in
ancient and medieval business method, the present discussion,
therefore ,will be confined to the ancient commerce centering
about Greece and Rone and the medieval commerce centering a-
bout Constantinople and Venice between the beginning of the
eighth century before Christ and the closing years of the
fifteenth century of the Christian Ira.
Besides, a somewhat detailed study must be made of con-
ditions underlying the commercial enterprise of these centur-
ies for the commerce of a people or a country, in any era, is
governed largely by natural advantages and the varying needs
of man. So, among the conditions that were potent factors in
the ancient and medieval commerce must be included the physi-
ography, the marketable products, and the important trade routes
and centres of the countries under consideration. The business
methods adopted by these countries must also be considered
from the standpoint of continuity and progress.
Bury .
"Hist .of
reece . TT
P .2
.
F inlay
.
’’Hist .of
Greece . ”
P .418 .
Bury .
’’Hist .of
Greece . ’’
P.4.
The rise of Greece, as early as 800 B.C.,to a place of
importance in the commercial world was favored, to a great ex-
tent, by the physiography of the country. The peninsula Greece
had along its extended coastline many ports, -those on the Bast
looking tov/ard Phoenicia, an epitome of an older civilization
and, on the West, toward Italy, a land of promise of a younger
civilization, fountains marked off the region into a number of
small states wholly independent of each other. Because of these
natural features and a lack of rivers suitable for navigation
the growth of unity and the development of any brisk land trade
was hindered; and the Greeks sought unity in a common interest--
commercial enterprise. Climate, as well as position, is important
i
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Bury .
"Hist .of
Greece .
"
P.5.
? .378 .
P .174 .
P.118.
since it serves as a stimulant to commerce. In this .Greece
was especially favoredjfor it enjoyed a diversity of climate
which made possible an equally varied line of products, from
timber in the north to the semi-tropical fruits and plants in
the south.
But Greece was never self-sufficing, even in the ancient
period,and so it was the natural conditions, already consider-
ed, that shaped the commercial career of the enterprising and
enquiring Greek. Hext, what products Greece afforded and 7/hat
products the Greeks sought must be mentioned , -because "supply
and demand" is at the root of commercial intercourse.
Its exports may be classified under two heads , -agricul-
tural and manufactured. Under the former may be grouped
grapes , olives , and other fruits,honey and wax;under the latter,
wine
,
oil .potteries , bronzes
, j ev/elry , sculptures , and mosaics .
Athens, about the sixth century, was sending out from her indus-
trial plants black r ed-f iguradl pottery to the mediterranean
countries from 'Tuscany to Cyprus. At the same time, the Corin-
thians were placing upon the market their manufactured goods,-
j ev/elry, sculptures, bronzes, and mosaics. A change in economic
conditions due largely to the growth of the industrial pur-
suits and the demand for Grecian manufactured goods led to a
demand for slave labor and consequently the slave trade became
a lucrative business. To import slaves was the chief business
of the men of Chios. Since Greece was a manufacturing centre,
she, like other manufacturing centres,had to import a variety
of foodstuffs .metals .timber , horses , furs , ivories .household
furnishings , as well as labor.
Greece procured this variety of imports more easily and
disposed of her exports more readily by the establishment of
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Bury .
colonies in regions from which it was necessary to draw sup-
plies and in which she might dispose of her commodities.
"Hist .of
Greece .
"
P .108
.
Thus her colonies came to be founded- -those along the shores
of the Propontis and the Black Sea to control the corn trade
Shuckburgh. °f the region; those in Thrace and Chalcidice to secure there
"Hist .of
Greece .
"
P.41.
the trade in gold and lumber ;those in southern Italy anc Sic-
ily to maintain the cattle trade and to dispose of her manu-
factured products to those countries ; and those in Egypt to
Cunningham. serve as intermediaries "between the hast and Jest.
"Western Gradually , certain colonies in each of these districts
Civilization
in its
Economic
Aspects
.
TT
P .37
.
gained a monopoly of the staple articles of trade and became
important centres of commercial and industrial pursuits. It
will be necessary to mention only a few of the outlying trade
Gilbart
"Hist .and
Prin.of
Anc .Com.
”
Pp . 54 ,55 .
centres which together with Athens and Corinth, the two trad-
ing cities of continental Greece , extended and strengthened the
commercial influence of Greece. Some of the more flourishing
Cunninghamcolonies along the Black Sea were Colchis , devoted to the hard-
"Western
Civiliza-
tion .
"
P .87
.
ware trade ; frapezus and Sinope, to the corn trade ;and Byzantium
destined to become the heart of world commerce, but at this time
chiefly a grain mart. On the pr omontor ies jutting out from
Bury.
"Hist .of
Greece .
"
Pp.92,
115.
lacedonia was Chalcidice , which traded in lumber. In Asia,::ile-
tus held fairs where oriental and western goods were displayed.
In Egypt ,I:aucratis ,a depot between the East and the West; in
southern Italy , Tar entum, Thurii , Sybaris ,Rhegium, and Croton were
marts into which Greece poured her manufactured goods.
Ibid
.
P .109 •
The great highways of trade along which these products
moved were for the most part v/ater routes. One route which
was uch used extended northward along the Greek and Thracian
coasts and then eastward to the Black Sea countries. Prom
here several roads branched out, of which the best constructed
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.
-Par
Bury
.
"Hist .of
Greece .
"
P.113.
Ibid.
P.140.
Ibid
.
P.586.
Cunningham
"Western
Civiliza-
tion. "
P.87.
e 5-
and most useful for Creek trade was the Royal Road extending
through Asia Minor and to the more distant oriental countries.
A second lay directly across the Aegean to the Asiatic Creek
cities and still a third route connected Greece .Egypt , and Cy-
rene, with stopping places on the Cyclades
,Rhodes , and Cyprus,
ana passed along the eastern Mediterranean coast. This latter
route was still further lengthened by a land route, known as
Ujie S0Uuriern ^ out e , through Egypt, then by water through the Red
Sea to the far East, Thus it was by water routes , supplemented
b- the oriental caravan lines, that Greece maintained her pos-
ioj.on as successor of Phoenicia in the commercial world.
The method of carrying on the trace that passed to and fro
over these highways and among these trade centres had develop-
ed even at the beginning of the seventh century from the more
primitive form of natural economy
, estimating value in heads
0f eattle,to the more complex system in which money was a stan-
aarc 0 value * One result of this change was that every city
O', any size or importance had its own mint. Along with the in-
troduction of money came a system of weights and measures call-
ea
-'nei Ionian • little is known of the system except that it
was in use at Athens,having been introduced from Argos previous
to Solon’s time when Athens adopted the Euboeic system. The
adoption 01 definite standards of value caused the establish-
ment of banks. Pasion established the first bank at Athens and
operated the business on a capital of fifty talents. This bank
enjoyed credit in all the commercial Greek centres and carried
on ius business largely by the exchange of letters of credit.
Characteristic of the ancient period was the custom of
carrying on fairs in connection with the festivals to the gods.
r
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.
Bury .
"Hist .of
Greece . "
P.377.
On the island of Delos, for example
,
fairs were held at which
slaves were sold. The merchants secured by treaty from the
inhabitants fixed market places where they erected stone build-
ings to house their goods and locate the offices of the agents
whose business it was to look after the receiving and output
of merchandise. Similarly at Athens around the Piraeus were
erected buildings for offices and storage.
Under Greek methods of trade mention should be made of the
measures taken to rid the seas of pirates. Piracy was kept
down during the period of Athenian supremacy by the work done
by the Confederacy of Delos.
Commercial rivalry existed during this early period and
was one of the causes that kept Greece from becoming a united
power with a strong central government. Athens was jealous
of Corinth and all states were jealous of the supremacy of
Athens upon the seas. The civil wars of Greece resulted in
part from commercial rivalry; and disunion made it easier for
the younger power of Home in the best to step in and seize
for herself that supremacy in commercial affairs which each
Greek state from time to time had endeavored to obtain for
itself
.
Finlay
.
"Hist .of
Greece .
"
Vol.l.
P .81
.
This, then, a study of the conditions underlying the trade
of Greece completes the first division in Ancient Commerce.
By the year 146 B.C., Borne by a series of usurpations had be-
come mistress of Greece and blotted out every vestige of Hell-
enic life and material prosperity except in a few towns, such as
Athens and Cor cyr a, Samos , and Delos, which retained some of their
former wealth because they were places of call on the journey
between Italy and the East.
From 146 B.C.to the third century after Christ the circuit
of . industrial, and commercial intercourse was under the protec -
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tion and power of the Romans. However ,Rom§ ' s progress and suc-
cess depended largely upon the foundation laid by the Greeks.
When Rome , destined to rule all peoples for several centuries,
had brought many formerly independent nations under her sway ,
Einlay
. much had already been accomplished by che Greeks, to facili-
"Eist .of
Greece." tate trade. Thev had opened up the Black Sea trade, had im-
Vol.l.
P • 7
.
proved the methods, had extended communication with the Bast
and through the conquests of Alexander had increased geogra-
phical knowledge and had planted many new cities that grew in-
to emporiums of trade. All this Rome received as her heritage
when, her years of conquest being ended, she took her place in
the business world.
Perrero .
"Greatness
and Decline
of Rome .
"
Yol.l.
P.3.
Vol.ll
.
P.131.
Still, the commercial activity of the Romans from 146 B.G.
to 476 A.D .was to a great extent determined and shaped, by the
natural features of the Italian peninsula. Italy extending in
a southerly direction from the continent of Europe , occupied a
position iii the Mediterranean favorable for control of the
trade of the countries bordering on the sea and those of the
remote East. Differences in latitude and the natural config-
uration of the land, -mountainous tracts and rolling plains,
gave great variety to the climate. Climatic conditions caus-
ed the production to vary from the growth of timber in the
northern section and upon the mountains to the growth of the
tropical plants in the south and upon the lowlands.
The Italians procured articles for exchange by tilling the
soil and by specialized labor in the workshops. Among the land
products were timber , salt , and olives , besides the staple product
oil and wine. Before 52 B,.0» .Greece had supplied the world with
oil;but,in that year .Rome was able, through improved methods of
%
cultivation and low cost of production, to secure a monopoly
Ferrero .
"Greatness 0 f the oil trade and to export oil, for the first time, to her
and De-
cline of
Home . "
Vol.ll .
P.134.
I"bid.
Vol.l.
P .26 .
P.131.
provinces. Also, about two-thirds of the celebrated varieties
of wine came from Italy. Though the Romans produced manufac-
tured goods, among which were lamps , bowls .pottery ware, cover-
lets .weapons , and perfumes, it is believed that these were ex-
changed only in domestic trade relations. Under the head of
imports, the importation of slave labor occupied a more impor-
tant place with the Romans than with the Greeks. The slaves
were used for purposes varying from ti .ling the soil to teach-
ing the Romans the learning of the older eastern countries.
LIuch earlier than 146 3.C.,the slave trade had been organized
on a gigantic scale and furnished the trader a good profit.
Ferrero has said that it was through the work done by the slave
Pliny
. that Rome became an industrial and capitalist nation. Pliny
"Fat .Hist .
"
i/ol.ll makes mention of the grammarian Daphnus bought at Some for
Pp .1-224.
_ .
seven hundred thousand sesterces , the highest price ever paid
^nedlander. *
"x/i-e ani f or a s pave . Roually lar e profits came from dealin in lad-
Manner s . ”
Vol.ll.
P.52.
jommsen .
,TEist .of
Rome .
"
Vol.ll.
P.262.
iators.for whom a demand arose during the period of peace fol-
lowing the Battle of Actium. Society at Rome was so complex,
needs so varied, desires so changeable and the standard of liv-
ing so high that there was a demand for a great variety of im-
ports which included, besides those already ment ioned ,foods
,
tools , household furnishings and utensils , decorative materials
for public and private buildings , incense
,
jewelry .perfumes
,
spices , cloths , silks , and metals
.
i rieu.iane.er
. jn or ger to secure her trade interests Rome, unlike Greece,
"Life ana. ’
Manners." not establish colonies within the districts from which she
Vol.ll
.
1 * wished to draw her supplies, but by the sword brought the already
developed centres into business relations with herself.
m
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Fried- Because the Romans, to satisfy their constant needs and increas-
lcinder .
ITT .„ o ing desires , sought what every peojjle produced and made, the
aJ 11 v C~jL1U.
Lannei s
.
TT
business of the old tradin' centres along the mediterraneanQuoted from
iTIq q j-frjq
Vol an ^- Black Seas and in the East was greatly increased. Also,
p T5ox *
~ By 52 B.C., certain new Italian toY/ns in northern and central
Italy had grov/n into industrial centres and Y/ere sending their
goods to Rome. From Padua, Farma, and Medina came v/ool;from Ve-
rona, coverlets , and carpets;from Genoa, timber , hides , and cattle;
from Atezzo , Etruscan pottery ;from Eaples
,
perfumes
;
and from
Pozzuoli came iron. In southern Italy, of the Greek colonies
now under Roman rule , far entura because of a good location and
fine harbor controlled the trade in the products of that sec-
tion and those sent from Greece. Among the Eastern marts del-
es continued to carry on trade in slaves ;Lesbos and Chios, in
honej* and wine ; Cyprus , in copper and figs;Rhodes served as a
world market for wine; Athens and Corinth, the latter repeopled
at the time of Julius Caesar , traded in products cf all Greece;
Byzant ium , Ant i o ch , Ephe sus , Smyrna ,Bac tr ia , A1exandr ia , and Car-
thage supplied Rome with the commodities of their respective
Pried- countries. Assyria and Babylon were intermediaries between
l£tjQCl Gi*
"Life and Bast an& ^e West because they had intercourse not only
ferrero .
"Greatness
and De-
cline .
"
Vol. 11.
P.134.
Mommsen
.
"Hist .of
Rome .
"
Vol .1
.
P.188.
Ferrero
.
"Greatness
and De-
cline .
Vol .1
Pp .58,124.
Finlay.
"Hist .of
Greece .
"
Vol .1
P .59 .
Manner s .
"
Vol.
Pp .315 , 316 .
with the nearby western lands but with far away India and Chi-
na. It has been estimated thav Rome carried on a trade with
India and China amounting annually to five million dollars;
and Pliny says that by the Red Sea route alone every year pro-
ducts worth one hundred billion sesterces flowed into Rome.
Phis enormous quant ity of imports of which it is impossi-
ble to give any detailed account in so short a discussion of
ancient commerce
,
came from all parts of the known v/orld to the
great capital over many highways of trade. Rome excelled in
r#
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Oliver .
"Boman
Economic
Conditions .
P.2.
Cf .P.4 .
Lines 26-
30 ; P.5.
Lines 1-11.
Ferrero
.
"Greatness
and re-
cline of
Rome .
"
Vol.l.
P.212.
Fried-
lander .
"Life and
Manners .
"
Vol.l.
P .306
.
road making and benefited commerce by the construction of a
system of roads, never since equalled, that extended thru the It
alian peninsula to Asia and Africa. Extending over Italy, and
TT
as early as the first century before Christ used for commerci-
al purposes were the famous Appian, Latin, Aemilian, and Flamini-
an roads, not to mention countless others less well-known. The
three great routes which had become familiar thru Greek com-
merce were also still in use to bring to Pome the products of
the Black Sea countries, of the Asiatic nations, of the far East
ern peoples, and the Egyptian race, and to the Bomans many oth-
er trade routes were known. Pompey brought back to the Bom-
an merchant news of an overland route to India. It started
from the port Phasis .ascended the river Phasis to its source,
crossed into the valley of Kur, thence to the Caspian Sea by
way of the countries of the Ibernians and Albanians and thence
to the valley of the Oxus . In Hero's time, as Pli y says, the
shortest route to India was learned by the discovery mat e by
Ilippalos of the southwest monsoon. Also the conquest of Egy-
pt opened up another way to India. This route extended up the
ITile from Alexandria to Coptos where caravan routes bra; ched,
one to the northeast to Eyoshomnos and one to the southeast
to Bernice. It took about eighteen days to go from Alexan-
dria to kyoshornnos and about twenty-four days to Bernice.
Boman garrisons stationed along this highway made trade more
secure and wells provided in Augustus' reign made travel more
comfortable, fore than one route seems to have led to China.
Maes, a Macedonian merchant , told Marinus.a Tyrian geographer,
of a route to China by caravan that extended from Balkh north-
east to Hissai , thence east through the hills of Surkhab to the
beginning of the ravine of the Comedi,and terminated at Si-
llgau-fu, the Chinese capital. In the iime of Antoninus,
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Hunt .
"The Libra
ry of Com.
Vol.l.
P.l.
Sandy s
.
"Companion
to j^atin
Studies .
"
P .411
.
Mommsen
.
"Hist .of
Home .
”
Vol.l.
P.260.
166 A. .,and of Diocletian, 284 A. D* , embassies for the silk
"trade were sent to China by the route through Egypt and In-
dia. The Persians controlled a route to China that started
from the Bay of Issus and passing through Mesopotamia , Assyr-
ia, ^edia to Ecbatana and the Caspian Pass ; continued through
Parthia to Hecatompiylos
,
to Eactria by way of Eyrancia and An-
tioch, through Casii and Itaguri anc terminated at Seres, the
Chinese metropolis. Over this route, a journey of seven
months, Maes sent one of his merchants, that wonder that a
pound of silk was worth a pound of gold at Home. Thus, over
the short and somewhat secure roads came the commodities of
the nearby Italian districts ; and ovei- the foreign routes,
long and hazardous even though imp rovements had been made
during the "Pax Romana" , came articles of exchange from dis-
tant China, India, and Egypt.the less distant Asiatic and Black
Sea countries , Ireece and the islands of the Aegean, filling
the demand for necessities and luxuries which arose from the
great world centre,Rome.
'The methods used in Roman commercial ventures were those
borrowed from the Creeks and improved and supplemented by the
Roman genius. Commercial transactions were conducted by the
great band of capitalists who engaged in speculative farming
and exported for their own gain, and by the trading class. The
tradin, class consisted of two groups--the magnar ii , who carried
on the wholesale trade ;and the naut i cular i
i
, who were interested
in retail trade. The retailers were subdivided into two smal-
ler .roups, -the itinerant merchants and the shop-keepers. The
latter had charge of the tabernae . The shops selling the same
kind of goods were all located on the same street. The itin-
erant merchant conducted his sales at the fairs and markets
0
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which were prevalent at Rome. 1’early, on August 13, a fair was
held at the federal temple on the Aventine and also at the tem-
ple of Volumna in Etruria in connection with the general assem-
bly. Tacitus describes very fully the fair held at Cremona in
65 A.D.,to which came the inhabitants from a lar ye part of Ita-
mommsen
.
"Hist .of
Rome .
"
Yol.l.
P.260
.
Fried-
lander .
"Life in
Anc .Italy .
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gold coins were in use. Silver was the chief currency within
the limits of the empire from the reign of Augustus to that
of Caracalla,and gold was used for the large transactions with
the East. In 157 A .D ., seventeen thousand Roman pounds of gold
were in the Roman treasury, an indication, as Ferrero points
"Greatness oup of the immense trade with the eastern countries which es-
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Government and private banks, loan institutios where mon-
e^ was let out sometimes at a rate of interest as high as for-
ty-eight percent, and credit methods similar to our checks and
promissory notes were known to the Romans.
The Roman system of weights and measures was based upon
Greek standards and was under the strict supervision of the
two aediles.
Puties on exports and imports were levied at all the
ports. A special line of goods entering Rome for the first
time was taxed twelve and one-half percent ad valorem. A
duty of about two and one-half percent was placed on goods
transported from one province to another and a five percent
duty was paid on all goods from Sicily.
The insuring of ships and the use of "bottomry"lessened the
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individual’s risk in transportation by sea. In the system of
"bottomry” several men took out shares in a ship’s cargo and
one man often held shares in several ships.
Since the decline of Greek authority the traffic of the
Mediterranean had become more insecure by the growth in power
of the pirates. To clear the waters of this danger the senate
in 67 B.C.passed a measure making Ponvpey Dictator of the Seas
and once again the waters were carefully policed.
The Homans , too ,were jealous of the commercial importance
of their neighbors . They did not learn a lesson from the dis-
aster brought upon Greece as one trading state after another
tried to gain a position of pre-eminence in the commercial
world, but rather they took for theirs the same policy of
fighting in order to obtain the place of world power. Disast-
er was the result in their case also. Ho better example oc-
curs than that of the long struggle between Home and Carthage
for control of the Mediterranean, the Grand Trunk Line of Anc-
ient Commerce. It is true that Home crushed Carthage ; but , on the
other hand , finally , victory proved the ruin of Home. As com-
mercial jealousy had caused disunion among the earlier powers,
so it aided in the ruin of the great Homan power.
Many of the emperors strove to improve trade conditions.
Under Augustus a government fleet and storehouse for grain
were established ; under Tiberius a system of bounties on the
importation of grain was adppted ; under Claudius repairs were
made on the port of Ostiajin Hero’s reign grain merchants were
exempt from paying duties ;and Antoninus Pius had the light-
house at the jetty head of Gaeta repaired.
But in spite of favorable natural featur es , communication
with important trade centres, well worked out methods, an the
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patronage of the emperors, it was impossible always to stem
the tide that was leading to financial ruin. The great bal-
ance of the import over the export trade was bringing Rome
face to face with bankruptcy. In 476 A.D., when her political
power had to be surrendered into the hands of the barbarians
the once mighty Rome had already seen Constantinople assume
the proud position that she herself for centuries had held
in the business world,
The Creek colony Byzantium of the ancient world became
at the time of Constantine , Constantinople , re-named by the em-
of P 4
Tt/g* - ’ 0 ,,peror for himself ,the capital of the new Roman Empire. In the
ij in e s Io — Ci i_ .
ancient period Byzantium was a most important trade centre for
the countries borderin,_
;
on the Black Sea. In the medieval per-
iod from 313 A.D. to the middle of the eleventh century, at
which time the appearance of the Turks brought disaster to its
commercial inter course , Constantinople was the great commercial
centre of the Eastern Roman Empire and the entrepot for traf-
fic between the Occident and the Orient.
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It v/as the impregnable position of Constantinople on the
Bosporus that enabled her to bridge over the centuries of tur-
moil resulting from the barbarian invasions and to keep com-
merce alive by contact with the Levant until the West could re-
cover from its industrial stagnation and again take part in the
adjustment of supply and demand. Her position aided her both
to resist the barbarians and to guide successfully the commer-
cial activity of the early middle age. Located in Europe at a
point where that continent meets and almost touches Asia, the
greatest producing district of the per iod; located at a point on
the Bosporus by which all goods coming through the Black Sea
must pass and to which those of the i terior of Asia could easi-
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ly be brought, she naturally held the commerce of the civiliz-
ed world in her grasp. An excellent harbor, deep and protect-
ed from every wind, was a valuable asset. Both large and small
merchant ships were attracted to this harbor, so deep through-
out about one-half of its length and so shallow throughout the
remaining half that it afforded passage way and anchorage for
both large and small vessels close to shore. From Gibbon’s
statement that "when the gates of the Hellespont and Bosporus
were closed the capital still enjoyed every production which
could supply the want s or gratify the luxury of its numerous
inhabitants" , it is evident that she had her own marketable
products. Phis fact , together with her position, made her a mart
from which were exported domestic products and through which
were distributed foreign commodities.
It is interesting to give special attention to the reat
variety of merchandise found in the market places of this won-
derful city. Under the head of exports must be considered two
classes. One class, coming from Constantinople proper included
fish, oil, cheese , and wine; silk fabrics ; domestic utensils of
black and gray pottery ; color ed pebbles for mosaics , crucifixes
,
and carvings for church decoration; war implements , and jewelry.
Gie other class comprised those distributed by Constantinople,
which have already been enumerated in connection with ancient
commerce, and which included the products of western Europe and
the great variety of oriental goods, both natural and manufact-
ured;for it must be borne in mind that Constantinople had be-
come the centre from which all trade routes radiated. 'he im-
ports likewise fall into two groups-- those of the East;and
those of the West which about the eighth century began to en-
TT
* oy a revival of trade. Under the former .besides the articles
common to the ancient period, were the silk worms brought from
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China by two Hestorian monks in Justinian’s reign, drugs
,
glass
,
dyestuffs .religious relies, and sugar ;and under the latter were
many of the necessities which hac been common articles of trade
in the period from 800 B.C.to 476 A.D., -oil, grain, honey, metals,
furs , slaves, leather , and wool. Phis supply, as in the former
period, came from widely scattered districts in which were lo-
cated trade centres.
Many of the medieval trade centres were survivals from
the ancient period. At this point, it will be necessary only
to enumerate these. In the East were Ant i o ch, Ephe sus , Smyrna,
Bactria, Assyria,Babylon, Alexandria, and Carthage ; and in the
est, coming again into prominence about 800 were Rhodes , Chios
Crete , Delos , Athens , and Corinth. Centres whose development be-
longed more especially to the middle age were Palmyra for the
tfade of the Persian Gulf ; Tr ebizond for purple tapestry ;Ascal-
on and Gaza for wine; Tyre,Beirut, and Laodicea for linen; and
Caesarea, Tyre , and Eeapolis for purple tissues. These all en-
tered upon an era of prosperity , either restored or wholly new,
at the time of Constantine. ’Then Justinian’s conquests in the
first half of the sixth century opened up connection with Dne
’est, Amalfi became a manufacturing centre having commercial
intercourse with Egypt .Greece, Constantinople, and the East ; and
Venice monopolized the trade in fish and salt. After 622, the
'Arabs became greatly interested in commerce and new centres
arose. Bjidda and Yarebo were the two ports on the Arabian
Gulf through which goods from abroad came to Mecca and Medina
respectively. Damascus furnished a supply of cutlery and
cloth woven with raised figures ;Herat , carpets
;
eroe , s ilks ;3en-
vae, chintzes and muslins ; Malabar and Ceylon, spices ; and Jolcon-
da and Dilcall
,
precious stones. Seaport towns frequented by
T
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the merchants were Salonica,Hicomedia,amd Rodosto. Prom all
of these centres, over the highways of trade came the market-
able products of the age.
Since the general direction of traffic .Between the Hast
and the Vest, was the same as in the early period, the same
routes of travel, those of the Creeks and those of the Romans,
were available for transportation in the kiddle Ages. In ad-
dition to these routes, whose courses have Been traced out in
the preceding pages, new water and caravan routes came into
use. A route from Constantinople to China and India crossed
the Isthmus of Caucasus .passed through the Caspian Sea, ascen-
ded the Oxus to Bakhara and Samarcand and then with an east-
ward turn it forked in such a way that one Branch extended
northeast to China and the other southeast to India. She Eu-
phrates waterway had for a starting point , Callinicum or Rakka
in Syria, whence it proceeded through the Persian Gulf and a-
long the Gulfs of Oman and Baluchistan and to the ports of the
Indus. A route used By the Greeks,who still engaged in the
carrying trade , commenced at the Persian Gulf and reached Bag-
dad,where a stop was madejthenee it continued through the des-
ert to lamascus .where two routes Branched, --one to the coast
of Phoenicia and the other to Egypt . The Christians Ithiopians
were another carrying people, and they transported their mer-
chandise over the old southern route By way of the Red Sea to
the far East. In 532 , Justinian made an unsuccessful attempt
to get a way for the silk trace through Ethiopia and get it
out of the hands of the Per sians ,who carried it and monopo-
lized its trade. Heyd says that the- route taken By the Per-
sians is not easy to show, and in support of this he mentions
that the voyager Eionenthsang defines places on the route But
T#
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no route. However ,Heyd further says that goofs carried by the
Persians were taken over the water routes. Che Avars were al-
so a carrying nation, but they used old caravan routes upon
.
which thejr made improvements.
And next, after consideration of products, centres , and
routes, a discussion of the methods employed by the medieval
peoples to carry on trade relations is in place. Much of the
medieval method, like other phases of commercial life, was an
inheritance of the ancient period, in some cases readjusted
to meet the demands of changed conditions. These old methods
as well as those new to this period should be of interest.
Money was of course the regular medium of exchange, and
"Pall of its drain to the East continued. It has been estimated that
Constan-
tinople." between the dawn of the Christian Era and the eleventh centu-
P.167.
ry coins approximating in value from 1,800,000,000 to 165,
000,000,000 flowed to the East in payment for oriental goods.
Constantinople , like the commercial towns of continental
Greece and like Rome, had its own mint for coining money
.
Banks continued to carry on business as in earlier times, and
had instituted new departments for money deposits and the ex-
change of letters or bills to balance international debts. A
feature somewhat detrimental to trade was coinage by the feud-
Puruy . al lords. As a result of this money changing, carried on by
"Eist .of
Mid. Ages." the Jews, came into practice. Money changers were necessary,
P.212.
since the lords, of whom one hundred and fifty .according to
Puruy,were coining money in the eleventh century .usually would
accept only their own coins. Exports and imports were still
subject to duties. All goods that entered Constantinople
were examined by custom officers who attached the lead seal to
show that the import dues had been paid. A new tax going into
r#
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effect in the fourth century and reaching every form of indus-
try except agriculture was the chrysar gyrus . Something of the
amount of business done may be determined from the revenues,
which amounted to no less than .600,000,000 annually at the
time of the fourth crusade,when Constantinople was at the
zenith of its prosperity.
Fairs, always a recognized feature in oriental life, were
carried on systematically in this period. The large fairs
were chartered by the kings. The charters gave the right of
self government , of holding courts, trial, and exemption from
arrest for debt of those going to or away from or present at tie
fair. Hew fairs were organized in different sections. To
Salonica,for example, to attend the fair of St .Demetrius
,
jour-
neyed Syrian, Egyptian, Italian, and Arab merchants ;at Mecca,
a
fair was a part of the religious festival; and in Ethiopia and
at Palmyra in Syria the Byzantine merchants gathered at the
fairs to obtain Indian and African products. The voyager Ae-
mmianus gives an account of a fair held in Palmyra in the
month of September in the reign of Constantius where merchants
came bringing goods from all parts of the world.
One very marked feature of the trade of Constantinople
was the liberal policy afforded it. It ¥/as assigned to no sep-
arate class or race. Benjamin of Tudela,a Jew who, for commer-
cial and religious reasons , traveled extensively in the twelfth
century, was impressed with this fact while at Constantinople.
He says that the merchants came by land and sea from all parts
of the globe. Jews, the great money changers , Arabs , Saracens
,
Latins, Creeks, Ethiopians, and Persians were allowed trading
privileges and given quarters in the city for the erection
of "emboloi" , buildings around a courtyard upon which the shops
opened
.
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Although Constantinople
,
invited and provided accomodations for
every class of traders, yet she guarded jealuosly her own trar‘
e
interests. Illustrations of this fact are her attempts to
take the carrying of silk from the Persians and to keep the
Turkish power down and thus keep trade from falling into the
hands of the Moslems with whom Christians were forbidden to
trade. Her natural rivals were less strong than Carthage, and
therefore her struggles with them were less costly than Home’s
great commercial war had been. Yet it was partly through her
jealous policy that the glories of Constantinople faded away.
Trade over the caravan routes was improved, mention is
made of regular stopping places at Medina, Tufa,Bor sippa,Bass-
orah ,Yamascus .Mosul , and Madain. Travel was also facilitated
by guide posts , wells , car avanseries , and posts for the exchange
of horses. An attempt was made by the government to keep down
piracy and the islands of the Aegean Archipelago were charged
with the furnishing and equipment of ships to drive the piirates
from the sea. Yhen under Isaac 11 ,( 1185-1195 ) the government
of Constantinople became too weak to check the raids of pirates
and fr eebooter s ,an Venice had to handle the situation, it is
evident that Constantinople was doomed to follow in Rome’s
footsteps and eventually make way for a younger and more vig-
orous power. However, the downfall did not come until latter.
From time to time special attempts were made to promote
trade. A public measure in the time of Theophilus (829-842)
made any restriction on trade, any attempt at monopoly and plac-
ing of exorbitant duties an offense against the government.
Commercial treaties were common. Fears says that there was an
unbroken succession of such treaties from 945, when a treaty
c+
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with the tarings was made, to 1-53. Marks of distinction were
iven sometimes by the emperors to those connected with com-
merce. Some of the emperors exempted sailors and shipowners
from paying taxes, others admitted sailors to knighthood and
others admitted mariners to the senate.
Although medieval commerce was promoted by these various
natural and artificial aids, it was not without its hindrances
also. One of the grea'test checks on commerce was the feudal
system,with its variety of customs, duties, and coins, its un-
promoted industry.and its high taxes. It was this system that
kept the West as a whole from engaging in commerce during the
early years of this age and thus allowed Constantinople to re-
main, until about the eleventh century, the connecting link be-
tween the Occident and the Orient, the one great mart where
buyers could satisfy demands for the products of the various
trade centres, the city which could keep all trade routes open
for the transportation of commodities , which could guard old
methods and fashion new schemes for exchange.
But a new movement in history shifted the centre for trad
from the capital of the Eastern Homan Empire back again to It-
aly. This was that religious movement-- the Crusades. To Ven-
ice more than to any oilier Italian city came the commercial
ains arising from the Crusades, for she had been slowly build-
ing up a trade and was therefore prepared to take advantage of
the new opportunities afforded in the crusading era. Hence,
the closing pages of this discussion will deal especially with
Venice
.
As it was geographical situation that shaped the commerci
al interests of the three nations already considered. ,so it was
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Venice’s position that caused her to rise from a small communi-
ty
,
established by a few terrified people as they 7/ere fleein -
from the barbarous Huns, to a rich and prosperous industrial
and commercial city. Venice , resting on a group of islands, in
the lagoons of the Adriatic,had in this sea a position s se-
cure and as favorable for commerce as Constantinople had in the
Black Sea. Like Constantinople she faced Asia, the great store-
house of the age. This eastward exposure acquainted her, early
in her history, with the resources of the older civilizations
and then brought her into actual contact in a business way
with the eastern nations. Besides, her situation at the head
of the Adriatic led to easy communication , by river or the old
oman Hoads, with the rising western cities of Italy as well.
In fact when the course of trade had shifted from Constantino-
ple, the emporium to which and through which supplies had flow-
ed through the early middle age, the position of Venice, the "City
of the Lagoons" , made her the natural successor of the "City of
the Golden Horn" as an intermediary between the East an: the
West. 3y geographical location not only was she made a con-
necting link between an older and a newer civilization and
given the opportunity of satisfying the demands of the newer
districts with the supplies of the older countries, but also she
was furnished with two industrial pursuits .fishing and the ex-
traction of salt from the salt beds, by which she built up a do-
mestic trade, and accumulated wealth for the v/orld trace lying-
ready to her hand as the crusading era opened.
Very soon after the establishment of Venice in the middle
of the fifth century she enterd into trade by exporting salt
Yv’hich was, according to Brown, the basis of all the trade that
developed so rapidly after the first crusade. fhe Venetians
—c
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saw the . value of their salt beds and guarded them carefully
that they might have, as they did, a monpj oly of the sal' trade
with the neighboring countries and the Levant. Hot content
with only their own salt beds which furnished the Chioggia
Salt, they set about to enlarge their business by improving the
beds o' Cervia,by starting the excavations of Istria and Bal-
matia.and by extending their works to the shores of Sicily, Af-
rica, and the Black Sea. Besides producing salt for foreign
consumption, the Venetians themselves used it extensively in the
drying and curing of fish, the export of which became gjrofit-
able
. Though work in these two industries comprised the bulk
of the business at Venice and furnished a large percentage of
her exports
,
yet , it seems she manufactured and exported a f ew
wooden utensils , -cups , ladels , spoons , and saucers.
Since, as has been previously shown, the Levant was the
storehouse of the world’s supplies , Venice acting in the role
of middleman and consumer as well as producer imported from
the Bast until the dawn of the modern age. Her imports in-
cluded the luxuries and necessities of life for her own con-
sumption, both of which ha.', to be imported because Venice was
a city made up largely of water whence carme her supply of salt
and fish, --a supply insufficient in variety to satisfy the
needs of man. Besides importing such articles as she herself
needed, she engaged in an extensive carrying trade , bringing the
wares of the well-developed Bast to the undeveloped est,and
there disposing of them directly or through the fairs and mar-
kets. She also carried to the Bast as well as from it, but her
east bound ships were often freighted with men instead of mer-
chandise. The Venetians entered upon their work of transpor-
tation in the sixth century, when they carried troops for
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Parses from Grado to Brenta. Later, they escorted Longinus to
Byzantium. Their largest transport Business was done at the
time of the Crusades ,—for Venice was the gate of Europe and
Venice was in command of ships in which to carry men and sup-
plies to the Holy Land. At this time, too, she returned from
the East with the largest cargoes of goods. It is Believed
that the people of the Test then received many products new
to them, --the sesame , Buckwheat , limes , watermelons , apricots,
saffron, shallot, calicoes, damask, satin, and velvet. In about
two centuries the commerce of Venice , originally dealing only
with salt and fish from her own storehouse , had expanded until
it included the products from the storehouses of the world
.
An increase in their Business meant an increase in the
number of trade centres to Be visited By the Venetians for the
, T
purpose of carrying on Business transactions. By the close of
the eleventh century Venice had outgrown trade relatios limit-
ed to the Italian towns , -Padua, Treviso , Aquileia, Adr ia, Altinum,
Orado , Pavia,Ravenna, and Borne, -and her merchants were frequent-
ing and making settlements ir. the eastern cities. Since the
Levantine trade centered, for the most part at the same depots
throughout the ancient and medieval periods, it will Be nece-
ssary at this point to mention only those over which Venice
acquired special control or in which she was granted some spe-
cial privilege. In 1085, the Emperor Alexius granted to Ven-
a
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the right to Build factories and establish depots at Constan-
tinople. Trading quarters were given tc her in Sidon in 1123
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P.31. important post of ITegropont and obtained the right for her
people to settle and. trade on all the islands of the Aegean.
, . ,
These acquisitions made her by 1204 mistress of the Mediterr-
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tre for the trade of the empire of the Zhalifs ,and Tabriz
Hodgson
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"Venice.” was connected by a caravan route with Trebizond . Thus Venice
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had access to the Persian Gulf and Mesopotamia . Alexandria
and Venice traded together , even after the Bull issued by-
Clement V, declaring trade with infidels illegal. In a word
the Venetian trader transacted business in all the great cen-
tres .penetrated all lands, even distant Ceylon and Cathay,
traveled all land routes and sailed all waters.
Venetian trade .although covering a vast territory , follow-
ed well defined, routes. Venice had communication with the
Italian towns which she visited by water routes along the three
coasts of the peninsula and also by a system of land routes.
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The latter extended from Venice in many directions. One took
a southerly course through Ferrara, Bologna, Florence , and Home;
another extended through Padua and on north by way of the Jul-
ian Pass; and a third went southwest as far as Bologna, thence
north to Verona, Trent
,
l:li lan, and Pavia.
Routes for the external trade were much more extended and
numerous. Shepherd's Atlas shows the routes used by the Vene-
tian merchantmen. Prom Venice a route extended through the
Adriatic around the heel of the peninsula and thence to Trip-
oli. A second route by the waters of the Adriatic and the
Mediterranean reached Alexandria. A third route connected Ven-
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ice with Constantinople ,with stops at Ragusa, Corfu, and Modon,
continued thence around the southern coast of Greece and on
in a northeasterly course through the Aegean and the Helles-
pont to the Bosporus. This route made connection at Corfu
with another going to Syracuse and thence north through the
straits between Italy and Sicily to Amalfi and llaples. It
divided again just off Modona and sent three branches through
Crete and Rhodes, one terminating at Antioch, the second at
Alexandria, and the third goirg on by way of Cyprus to Syria,
Beirut, and Jaffa. The route taken on the Fourth Crusade
started at Venice , stopped at Trieste , Zara, Spolato , and Puraz-
za, at which place it passed out of the Adriatic , skirted the
shores of Albania and Greece , thence it went through the Aegean
Sea to the Bosporus and ended at Constantinople, -[lie old sea
route to India and China by way of the Red Sea was open to Ven-
ice in spite of the plan of certain Persian merchants, as told
by Bishop Gulielmus Adae of Sultaneith to shift the trade from
Alexandria, easy of access for the Venetians, to Aden on the Per-
sian Gulf. Pegolotti tells of an overland commercial read to
China which started from Tana or Asov,went by Tabriz and Bok-
.hara and Kashgar across the desert of Gobi to the Chinese fron-
tier, and thence, by some of the great Chinese waterways to Cassii
or Kinsay,to Pekin. In northern China the Chinese government
had facilitated travel by a perfect system of posts and post-
houses at intervals of twenty-five or thirty miles, at which
splendid accomodation for the night was provided and a vast num-
ber of horses were kept and available for travellers, It might
be of interest to trace out the route of the Polos, the great tra-
ders who journeyed extensively at the close of the thirteenth
century. In 1260 they set out from Soldaira on a business trip
I
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and went to strongholds on the Volga,where a year's stay net-
ted them good profits. Then they crossed the Volga into the
steppes occupied by the Tartar herdsmen and thence went for a
three years' stay to Bokhara. Palling in there with ambassa-
dors form the Than of Persia, they decided to go with then to
the court of the great Than Eublai . It is not known where
this court was held--pcssibly at Karakomen. After a stay of
seventeen years, during which time they went on several embas-
sies for the Elian, they started for home. They went with thir-
teen Chinese ships by sea to Sumatra, to Ceylon, and to south-
ern and western India, and to the Persian Gulf,where they land-
ed at Hormuz. By land they proceeded to Trebizond and Constan-
tinople .whence they went by sea to Hegropont and back to Ven-
ice. Besides such journeys as these, the Venetians still made
trips over the caravan routes extending through Asia and Africa.
Merchant ships flying the Venetian flag and traders speaking
the Venetian language sailed and travelled these routes , curing
the period of Venetian monopoly of trade, in order to visit all
ports and all inland centres to gather the world's production
for redistribution to the consumers.
In concluding the study of Venetian commerce with a consid-
eration of methods a few schemes instituted b; the Venetians for
the promotion of commerce must be noted. Upon treaty making the
Venetians laid much emphasis. Their first treaty was made in
697 with Liudprand and gave them rights to trade on the conti-
nent and to cut wood in the forests of Tessera, Campalto, and
Boltengio. The latter provision was especially important since
timber was in demand for ship building. Again, in 842 the Doge
made a treaty with Bmperor Lothair in ?/hich the Umpire was for-
bidden to trade Venetian subjects as slaves. In 991, Emperor
'
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Basil in his Golden Bull admits Venetian traders to a more
favorable tariff than that given to other merchants. In
1056 by treaty made with Alexius Commenus she was given the
privilege to trade .without paying tribute , throughout the em-
pire except on the Black Sea. In 1102, by special treaty cap-
itulations she was given trace rights in Sidon. The market
place and the right to use her own weights and measures were
specified. By the treaty of artition made with Emperor Peter
and his wife Yolande the Venetians were given three-eights of
Constantinople as well as the rest of the empire, and they were
thus in their factories on the Golden Horn no longer privil-
eged guests but a sovereign power . Then in 1219 a treaty made
with Theodore Lascar gave, for a period of five year s , certain
privileges , --such as protection for shipwrecked sailors and-
goods of merchants dying in the empire. In 1220 .protection for
Venetian merchants and travellers in Syria and other parts of
the Soldan's empire v/as obtained through a treaty made with Ala-
eddin- [aikobad, the Soldan of Turkey. Accounts might be given,
if space allowed, of many other treaties that were made to secure
privileges for the Venetian tracer and to extend and strengthen
the industrial and commercial interests of the state.
Another feature of Venetian trade was the establishment of
trading quarters within the districts and cities where they car-
ried on business. In 1056, a quarter was set off for Venetian
traders in the "City of the Golden Horn". In 1102, at Sidon a
colony of merchants enjoyed special rights under the treaty al-
ready mentioned. In Tyre a quarter v/as established which v/as
wholly independent of the kingdom of Jerusalem. In 1130, they
v/ere allowed a quarter for trade in each new town of the new
kingdom of Jerusalem. In Syria, , also ,by the twelfth century,
£
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the Venetians were well established in the trade centres of
Tyr e , Acre , and Beirut, and had a resident bailo at Acre to con-
duct the government of their Syrian community.
By becoming established thus in the Levant, the Venetians
were able to monopolize the eastern trade, and to shift the
channel for trade from the Black to the Adriatic Sea and the
distributing centre from Constantinople to Venice. It is es-
timated that the trade of Constantinople fell off a third or
even a half in the fifty years that followed the first cru-
sade. Hearer home as well Venice cared for her trade inter-
ests. Shops were erected around St .Mark's in Ferrara, a town
noted, as were Home , Pavia, and Ba.venna,for its fairs and markets.
Factories were opened and warehouses were built along the ri-
vers from the Alps and stores were placed along the Palmatian
coast. vHis led to a northern trade.
The Venetians reciprocated the favors shown them in for-
eign cities. In Venice
,
quarter s were established for all for-
eign traders. In these quarters all nationalties gathered,
—
the Jew, the Armenian, the Turk, the Teuton, and the Greek; for the
policy of the Venetians was liberal and allowed trade with peo-
ple of all races and all religions. In this section of the ci-
ty, the senate erected F ondachi where foreign traders could be
lodged gratuitously
. Three nobles , called Vis Domini
,
presided
over the administration of such establishments. A public
weigher took account of the weights and the nature of imported
merchandise , and sorted and stored it in the storehouse attached
to the "fondaco". Below/ the v/eigher was the "fontieaio
" ,
or
keeper of the building. All these officials were provided at
the expense of the state in its desire to develop the v/ealth of
Venice through trade.
£.
/*
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The financial scheme of the state included the use of
money coined in the mint at Venice under the prerogative of
the Doge and circulated in all parts of the world. Monti, or
state hanks,were a new feature at the close of the middle age,
and a hank of this kind was established at Venice. The Jews
together with the Lombards carried on money lending and chang-
ing and through the efforts of the oev/s financial or hanking
a
:
ents were established in Syria.
Other trade arrangements were survivals from the earlier
times. These were collecting duties ,holding fairs, and provid-
ing protection against piracy. Duties included a stamp duty
on salt
,
export and import levies .market duties, and the r ipati -
cum,or landing dues. Pairs continued in the East and in the
Italian centres. Piracy was of concern to the public welfare
and was taken in hand by the Doges. Do e Pietro Orseolo 11 and
Doge Oaudiano both made expeditions against the Dalmatian pi-
rates. For safety against corsairs and rival trading states--
for example 0enoa--the Venetians sent their ships in batches
called mudue and they also set the time of sailing. It is on
record that two mudue went each year to Egypt and Syria, --one
going in the sprin^ and returning in August; the other going in
August and after a winter abroad returning in the spring. This
seems to have been a new safeguard against the pirates.
The story of the rise of Venice is full of petty jealous-
ies. The rivalry existing between Constantinople and Venice
and the desire of Venice to be the centre of world commerce in-
fluenced Venice to turn the Fourth Crusade against Constantino-
ple. The history of the Italian city-states is full of accounts
of wars for commercial gains. A typical example is the constant
warfare between the Venetians and the Oenoese .which resulted in
r
.
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the supremacy of Venice and the ruin of fenoa’s trade.
So Venice rose. In the thirteenth
,
fourteenth, and fifteen-
th centuries Venice, with a location suited to the control of the
eastern Mediterranean , with a supply of marketable products,with
a knowledge of waterways and land routes for communication be-
tween trade centres, with a system of exchange
,
with a spirit of
energy and shrewdness that Virould not be out of place in V/all
Street to-day, and with the spirit of reciprocity recognized at
least to some extent , --with all these conditions conducive to
her progress , Venice reached the height of her power in the com-
mercial world.
As in the early period Homan conquests had changed the com-
mercial centre from Greece to Home and as the barbarian migra-
tions had turned the channels of trade from Home to Constanti-
nople, and in the middle age the crusading movement had again
changed the centre for the avenues of trade from Constantino-
ple to Venice, so now in the fifteenth century new movements
in history took the monopoly of trade from Venice and station-
ed it at ports along the Atlantic. The movements that gave
Venice her death blow were the conquests by the Ottoman Turks
of most of her eastern territory ; the discovery of an unbroken
water route to India by Vasco da Gama; and the discovery of Am-
erica by Columbus. The modern era dawned and modern nations
inherited through Venice the commercial achievement of the two
early periods, Just as the medieval peoples had received the
heritage of the ancient commercial achievement through Constan-
tinople .
Thus history shows that commercial development , like pro-
gress...iiL-.ar.t., sciences , and literature was passed on from bn©
f
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rising power to the next. As the achievement in business of
tribes, nations, and countries was transmitted from one declin-
ing power to a newly rising, nothing of value for the promotion
of business transactions was lost, natural advantages-posi-
oi on, climate, and production were always largely influential in
locating a world centre for trade. Saleable products were an-
other considerat ion, for no nation can long stand a larger bal-
"flue 0l o than export trade. Easy communication with all
other trade centres is a necessity of any one nation ambitious
to monopolize trade. Ability to devise schemes for the expan-
sion 01 business and tact in handling unfavorable reactions a-
gainst the development of trade have a place among the factors
determining commercial success. All of these conditions, tend*
ing to promote commercial progress, existed in the ancient and
medieval periods.
1 t lias keen noted that the natural advantages—location,
climate, and natural products—must exist if a nation is to
gam success in business. Greece had a good location and cli-
mate that £ffor<ied a varied production, home became easily the
successor of Greece because of a more commanding position of
oxc mediterranean and because climate furnished her with mar-
xeoaole products. Mien the barbarians appeared and caused tur-
moil to the western countries the position of Constantinople
m.m her tne only city that could succeed home as the great
v/orlu market. When the turmoil reached a semblance of settle-
ment her position giving control of the Adriatic and her sup-
ply of natural products enabled Venice in her turn to assume
ohe responsibilities of trade formerly held by Constantinople
.
./icn the shifting of tra. e from one world power to the
nex °
’
1 interesting to note the growth in variety of pro-
€p
i
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ducts. The desires of the Greeks were simple. They placed
their oil and other wares upon the market and so entered into
trade with other peoples in order to procure the necessities
of life, home, when she entered the business world, marketed
her own products and drew from Greece and the eastern cou tries
not merely Jhe necessary materials for food and raiment but
also luscious delicacies to tickle the palate , costly eas .and
the finest o I the manufactured roods to appeal to the pampered
tastes of the Homans. When Constantinople guided the affairs
of the business world the variety of wares was even more mark-
ed. The demand for oil and wine continued ;but desires had
broadened and the variety of products handled by Constantino-
ple was even greater than that in which Ho e trafficked when
at the zenith of her power. Constantinople traded in all var-
ieties of food, decorat ive work, costly hanjin s.ana silk fabrics,
liar's wants did not remain stationary and the East was full of
strange produc b s ; and so the Venetians were able to place in
their markets, not only the old staples and the luxuries already
familiar to the West, but also new foods and finer woven stuffs
and wonderful gems and wrought metals.
An increase in the variety of merchandise had a tendency
to increase the number of trade centres. The Greek merchants
visited the commercial cities of antiquity and added new cen-
tres by entering ujjon a colonizing movement. Turin the period
of Homan supremacy these old centres continued to thrive and
new ones , especially those in Italy, arose, and furnished new
wares. Constantinople was destined to broaden the field of
business still more. Her merchants visited all the old cen-
tres and new ones as well. To China, Ceylon, Arabia, India, and
Ethiopia the merchants of this period travelled and brought
back their products to the great world mart. Owing to the
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general condition of unrest and the intensity of the reli-
gious feeling the Venetians did not inerese the hounds o l the
trade world hut they allowed no centre previously important
to decline for they still kept up a current of traffic be-
tween the many centres, even to far distant China, as is evi-
dent from the travels of the Polo family.
In like manner trade outgrew the few routes for communi-
cation originally known to the ancients. The Greeks had used
only three water routes combined with a few caravan lines.
The Romans acquired these ;hut in order to receive a plentiful
supply of goods more routes were explored and new roads con-
necting the three continents were built. With the change of
the course of trade to Constantinople , and an increase in de-
mands and centres to supply the needs, more and more extended
routes came into use, reaching from China to the interior of
Africa. Venice added other new routes through the Mediterr-
anean, opened up afresh communication between the cities of the
Italian peninsula, and sent her merchants abroad over the dis-
tant oriental routes. Thus , knowledge of routes once discover-
ed was never lost, and furthermore the number of routes in-
creased as business expanded.
Business methods , likewise , were transformed , but lost noth-
ing worth while in the transformation. Greece revolutionized
trade methods by the introduction of money as a standard of
value. During the transference of trade monopoly to succeed-
ing powers this financial system was improved by introducing
letters of credit .promissory notes, and bills of exchange. In
this way commercial transactions were made with greater ease
and security. The banking business of the medieval period
proved lucrative to the bankers and convenient to their custom-
V
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ers. As governmental machinery became more elaborate and ex-
pensive, the trading classes were compelled to pay their share
towards its support by the exaction of duties upon their mer-
chandise and fees for the privilege of holding markets and
fairs, --a method which has not perished in modern times.
The protection of commerce .also
,
persisted and developed
in the centuries under consideration. "reece had to keep the
seas policed;Rome was forced to adopt measures of protection
for the merchants ; Constantinople and Venice , too , had to guard
commercial enterprises.
The dread of rivalry in trade had a great influence upon
the progress and the polic3T of the nations under discussion.
Athens, at fir st , admitting foreign merchants to citizenship , lat-
er weakened herself by the selfish policy which debarred them.
Through fear of growing rivals the Greek states allowed the Io-
nian cities , Athens , and Chalcidice , in turn to be ruined by for-
eign conquest. Rome engaged in wars to the death with Carthage
Constantinople crushed Persia and tried in vain to crush the
Ehalifate. Venice strangled Genoa. Commercial jealousy , like
other characteristics of commerce , lived on and grew strong with
the passing of centuries.
In the various phases of commerce , therefore , as in every
other department of civilization , the history of the years be-
tv;een 000 B.C.and 1492 A. D. shows development and continuity.
That the Greeks started with the Venetians had at the close of
the period, --all that, and much more, and the end is not yet; for
what save the instinct of trade and the desires and fears of ri
val commercial nations is even to-day sending men to the poles
and murdering them by tens of thousands in the trenches of Eu-
rr
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